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Introduction:

Foam for Enhanced 
Oil Recovery



What is the problem foam fixes?
• Gas injected for enhanced oil recovery can 

often recover virtually all remaining oil where 
it sweeps

• Sweep efficiency is often poor because of
• Reservoir heterogeneity
• Viscous instability
• Gravity override

• Foam can help fight all three causes of poor 
sweep

• Foam improves sweep; gas recovers the oil



What is foam?
• Liquid films separate gas bubbles, reduce 

gas mobility (“viscosify” the gas)
• Foam is not a

new phase, but 
a two-phase flow 
phenomenon 
that drastically 
reduces gas 
mobility



What is foam?
• Requires surfactant to stabilize films
• Continually regenerates in formation; does 

not have inherent “half life” in formation
• But can segregate and does collapse if it 

dries out too much (at high Pc, low Sw)
• critical water saturation for collapse is 

function of formulation, T, p, formation
• Mechanisms similar for CO2 & other gases



Foam in Bulk and in Porous Media
• Like foam in bulk, foam in porous media has 

an apparent a yield stress arising from drive 
to minimize surface area.

• Unlike foam in bulk, foam in porous media is 
created by capillary forces, not shearing

• Unlike foam in bulk, there is no inherent 
“half-life” of foam in porous media

• As with foam in bulk, diffusion of gas causes 
small bubbles to disappear, but only until 
bubble size ~ pore size; then it stops
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Applications of 
Foam in Porous Media

• Gas diversion in improved oil recovery
• Acid diversion in well stimulation
• Liquid or gas diversion in environmental 

remediation
cf. applications in drilling, fracturing, cementing 

and gas-well cleanout (i.e., bulk foams)



How to inject foam?
• Co-injection of gas and liquid

• Foam forms in tubing, or else in formation
• May encounter operational difficulties

• “SAG” (alternating slugs of surfactant and 
gas)
• Foam forms in formation
• Can have excellent injectivity during gas 

injection; poor injectivity of liquid slugs
• Dissolve surfactant in CO2; inject no water; 

foam forms with water in formation



Nature Gives us Three Big Breaks
Foam is extremely complex
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Nature Gives us Three Big Breaks
Foam is extremely complex, but:
• Water mobility is same function of Sw as w/o foam
• Diffusion rapidly eliminates bubbles smaller than a pore 

(in seconds)
– Therefore, for relatively wet foams bubble size is 

roughly invariant at ~ pore size
– Can approximate this as fixed reduction in gas mobility

• As it dries out, foam collapses abruptly as a function of 
capillary pressure or water saturation

• Two regimes (without oil):
– Low gas fraction:  constant reduction in gas mobility
– High gas fraction: fixed water saturation
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Key foam properties: Two Regimes
• Exists in two distinct regimes depending on 

“quality” (gas flowing volume fraction)

from Osterloh and 
Jante, 1992



Key foam properties: Two Regimes
• Exists in two distinct regimes depending on 

“quality” (gas flowing volume fraction)

low-quality regime: 
shear thinning; 
does not divert as 
much according to 
perm

high-quality regime:  (nearly) 
Newtonian; diverts flow to lower-
permeability layers



W. R. Rossen

Key foam properties: Two Regimes
• Exists in two distinct regimes depending on 

“quality” (gas volume fraction)

Transition between 
regimes depends 
on T, p, salinity, 
concentration + 
type of surfactant, 
formation 
permeability ... 
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If foam generation gives strong foam, can represent 
behavior without oil reasonably well with three parameters: 
Sw* (Sw at which foam collapses), maximum resistance to 
flow, shear-thinning exponent for wet foams

Data Model Fit
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Foam generation, effect of oil still not fully resolved, 
or modeled well



Foam modeling and scale-up
• Many effects modeled only empirically:

• Effect of oil
• Surfactant concentration
• Etc. …

• Arbitrary functions represent these 
factors; effect on results uncertain, 
especially when extrapolated

• Need more knowledge, then better 
simulators
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Key foam properties: SAG process
• SAG is a preferred method of injection
• As gas is injected, get shock front to low 

water saturation, weaker foam, past range 
of most lab data
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Example: Gas Injection 
Following Surfactant Injection in 

SAG Process

No-foam

Strong-foam

No-foam

Strong-foam



Foam modeling and scale-up
• Need more data and modeling of be-

havior important to SAG processes
• Example study w/ N2 gas, no oil:

W. R. Rossen
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Key foam properties: SAG process
• SAG is a preferred method of injection
• As gas is injected, get shock front to low 

water saturation, weaker foam, past range of 
most lab data

• Just behind shock, have relatively low 
mobility

• Back at well, foam dries out and breaks: high 
mobility, good injectivity

no gaslow mobilityhigh mobility



Foam propagation
• There is no fundamental limit to foam 

propagation, no “half life” in formation
• In field, foam observed to propagate 10s m

• Foam requires surfactant, cannot propagate 
faster than surfactant
• Simple material balance can give estimate of 

propagation rate
• Surfactant stability at high T, salinity?
• Challenge for surfactant dissolved in CO2, if 

surfactant prefers water
• Gravity segregation can limit foam propagation



Foam properties: effect of oil
• Most crude oils destabilize foams made with most 

surfactants
• Can be considered bad news, or good news
• Heavier oils less a problem than lighter oils
• In lab, with oil in (water-wet) core, sometimes get 

delay in foam formation
• Reported as minimum oil saturation for foam; 

instead may be composition effect
• Fluorocarbon surfactants make stable foams with 

oil, but are expensive (!); added betaines appear to 
help foam stability with sulfonate surfactants



Foam properties: effect of wettability
• Difficult to make foam in oil-wet 

formations
• Surfactant can reverse wettability to 

water-wet, stabilize foam
• If oil is present, it makes this wettability 

change more difficult
• Is this just a delay on lab scale?



Key foam properties: Foam in Fractures

• If foam is present, it reduces gas channeling 
in fractures; but would foam form in 
fractures?

• Foam generation shown in lab in rough 
fractures 31 and 100 m wide

• Foam generation less certain if fractures are 
too wide

• What happens to foam in vugs?
• Alternative: make a foam with cross-linked 

gel in water 



How Does Foam Help?
• Problems: reservoir heterogeneity, viscous 

instability, gravity override
• Heterogeneous formations: In “high-quality 

regime,” foam reduces mobility more in high-
k layers; diverts flow to low-k layers

• Viscous instability: All foams reduce mobility
• Foam increases viscous pressure gradient in 

competition with gravity; helps fight override
• Foam forms as gas passes sharp permeab-

ility boundaries; reduces kz more than kx



Foam Field Trials
• Not as many as one would like!
• Steam foam, CA, 1980s (sandstones): 

• Demonstrate propagation to  90 ft
• Surfactant adsorption key to economics

• CO2, USA,1990s (carbonates):
• Challenge of foaming in oil-wet formations
• Foam reduced CO2 injectivity; in some cases 

CO2 production↓, oil production ↑
• HC gas, Snorre field (sandstone), North Sea 

[1990s-2000s]: delayed gas breakthrough
• HC gas/chemical flood, Daqing, China [1990s]
• Several field trials in planning + execution now
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Issues of Confinement 
of Foam in Porous Media

Mobility of flowing 
bubbles at fixed bubble 

size
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Foam Viscosity at Fixed Bubble Size
• Curved lamellae in foam gives 

resistance to flow even at zero velocity
• By far most gas in foam remains trapped 

by capillary P across curved lamellae. 
This reduces gas mobility

• Bubbles make jumps as they move 
through pores; jumps increase capillary resistance to flow

• Jumps disappear at high velocity: this increases viscous 
drag, reduces capillary resistance to flow

• 2D pore-scale model indicates that foam is extremely 
shear-thinning at fixed bubble size. In very special 
circumstances, theory predicts P  as velocity 
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A model for combined effects of drag 
and capillary forces: Assumptions
• 2D geometry
• Lamella adapts quickly compared to movement of 

Plateau border along wall
• lamella shape always = circle

• Treat Plateau borders as points
• Plateau border velocity depends on apparent 

angle against wall 
• cos i = (K Vi)2/3 [in rough agreement w/ expts]

1

V1
p = k' V2/3

cos  = k v
2/3gas gas

lamella
38
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Positions of lamella 
attachment to wall

p across lamella
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Positions of lamella 
attachment to wall

p across lamella



Yield Stress and Dynamic Viscosity
• Capillary contribution to p ("yield stress") 

decreases upon transition to symmetric behavior
• Overall p decreases as V rises at transition, 

either discontinuously or continuously
• Jump or gradual transition to symmetry appears 

to depend on pore shape
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lamellae stay in 
throats, w/ large 
capillary p, until 
forced out; spend 
more time w/ large
p











What Must a Complete Model for Gas 
Mobility in Flow Along “Bubble 
Trains” Include?

• Flow along the bubble train reflects a yield stress
• Yield stress reflects pore geometry, contact angle, gas 

compressibility, response of trapped bubbles along 
train, ebb and flow of water in films on pore wall

• Drag on bubbles reflects changing lamella shapes; leads 
to extremely shear-thinning behavior along fixed paths

• In addition, as p increases, more paths open up for flow
• Depends on pore-size distribution and bubble size
• Measurement clouded by diffusion between moving, 

trapped bubbles
47
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Issues of Confinement 
of Foam in Porous Media

Gas Trapping



• If there are no fluctuations in flow paths, no mass transfer 
with trapped gas, and no dispersion, gas tracer 
breakthrough time in PV is (SgXf)

• Mass transfer (diffusion) between flowing and trapped gas 
can greatly distort breakthrough time, effluent con-
centration profile

• In presence of mass transfer with trapped gas, must 
estimate Xf from 1D model fit to effluent data; see Radke & 
Gillis (1990); Friedmann et al. (1991); Tang and Kovscek 
(2006); Nguyen et al. (2009)

• Different methods can differ by 70x in estimated Xf

Estimating Flowing Gas Fraction Xf
from Gas-Phase Tracer Experiments

49



time 

dispersion

mass-transfer coefficient 
governs exchange

flowing fraction

trapped fraction

Assumptions of 1D “Capacitance” Models
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New Experiments: Approach

• Inject gas (N2) and liquid (0.023 wt% SDS) at 
fixed rates until reach steady-state foam; then 
substitute Xe tracer for portion of N2

• Sandstone cores 15 cm long, 4.2 cm wide
• Use CT imaging to observe distribution of Xe gas 

tracer throughout core
• Reconstruct effluent concentration from CT data 

in two ways; two methods agree; estimate 
flowing fraction Xf from capacitance model

• Reconstruct cross-section CT images of Xe conc.

(Nguyen et al., SPE 94764; SPEJ, 2009)
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Nonuniform Xf in Flowing and Trapped 
Regions

inlet

Reconstructed Cross-Sections at Fixed Time

outlet 52
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New approach based on direct use of 
CT images

• Cross-section plots suggest tracer penetrates cores in 
small paths surrounded by stagnant gas

• Idealize as separate “unit cells”
• What is Xf within “unit cells”?
• Simplify elliptical unit cells as cylinders with gas flowing 

w/ uniform vel. in central core, trapped outside of core
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Results 0<xD<1 0<xD<5 0<xD<20 

= 0.1
Xf=0.01

= 0.3
Xf=0.09 

= 0.7
Xf=0.49

D, L increase; U, R decrease 
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Fit of Data to Model

• Estimate local velocity 
U from breakthrough 
of tracer in given 
region

• D estimated from 
CT data ~ 2 x 10-7

m2/s
• Li et al used D ~10-7

m2/s to fit CT images
• If D is in range 2 x 10-8 to 2x10-7 m2, xD is in range 9.6 

to 96; take conservative value, xD = 10 ~ D = 2x10-8 m2

  



Conclusions
• CT images show that tracer did not flow in 1/3 of core
• Where tracer did flow, it advanced in separate “unit 

cells,” with core of flowing gas and diffusion outwards 
into trapped gas

• 2D model represents convection and 
diffusion in unit cells

• Given an estimate of diffusion coefficient D
of tracer in trapped foam, can estimate 
difference in tracer fraction in center and 
edge of unit cells, compare to data

• Comparison suggests flowing fraction is ~ 1% x 2/3 in 
this experiment, not 50% as in 1D capacitance model
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Remaining Questions
• How does gas trapping relate to 

porous medium, bubble size, 
surface tension, p?

• a “breakdown problem’”, not a 
classical percolation problem

• How to represent gas relative 
permeability as a function of 
trapped gas fraction?
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Issues of Confinement 
of Foam in Porous Media

Foam-Generation 
Mechanisms



Predicting bubble size
• Bubble size is balance between processes creating and 

destroying lamellae
• Four ways to create lamellae:  snap-off, “leave behind” 

during gas invasion, “lamella division” if bubbles are 
moving, and nucleation of gas amidst liquid
• Snap-off can happen in 8 different situations

• Lamella destruction happens in two ways
• Lamellae break (“POP”) – result of capillary 

pressure; also disturbances, stretching, contact w/ 
oil, contact w/ pore wall at division points in path ... 

• Bubbles smaller than a pore disappear by diffusion 
of gas into surrounding bubbles
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Snap-off happens at least 8 ways

• Snap-off requires liquid pressure in throat less than ½ 
of capillary entry pressure of throat –fluctuation in Pc

• There are at least 8 ways this can happen
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Eight Situations leading to snap-off
Snap-off requires liquid pressure in throat less than ½ of 
capillary entry pressure of throat – i.e., fluctuation in Pc
• Macroscopic imbibition leads to drop in Pc
• Gas pressure, and Pc, fluctuate in a moving bubble 

train due to shifting lamella shapes
• In steady gas-liquid flow across a sharp boundary from 

low k to high k, there is a zone of low Pc at boundary
• As gas invades a liquid-filled pore, Pc drops for an 

instant as gas fills downstream pore:  “Roof snap-off”
• If gas stops just short of invading a pore throat, liquid 

may snap-off small bubble just upstream of throat.
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Situations leading to snap-off
• Gas pressure inside bubble is uniform; liquid pressure 

reflects flow field; therefore Pc less at upstream end of 
a long bubble

• Similarly, if a gas finger forms without bubbles, Pc is 
less at the upstream end of the finger

• If gas invades a porous medium full of foam, without 
forming bubbles, gas pressure is nearly uniform; Pc is 
lower at inlet, leading to snap-off and creation of 
bubbles.

. . .  in addition to situations leading to leave-
behind, lamella division and nucleation

72
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Foam Generation

Role of Pressure gradient in 
“foam generation”
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Foam Generation in Porous Media

• Experiments find minimum p for foam 
generation in steady gas-liquid flow
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Pmin vs. Permeability
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Foam Generation in Porous Media

• Experiments find minimum p for foam 
generation in steady gas-liquid flow:

• Why?
• "Lamella division" is crucial step in foam 

generation
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Foam Generation in Porous Media

• Experiments find minimum p for foam 
generation in steady gas-liquid flow:  

• Why?
• "Lamella division" is crucial step in foam 

generation
• requires moving lamellae
• requires p across throat > (2/Rt)

• What is minimum p to mobilize lamellae 
in pore network?
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Model for Foam Generation

• Initial state is flowing gas
• Assume fraction (1-f) of pore throats are 

blocked by liquid lenses
• Assume lamellae are distributed randomly 

on pore network
• Can relate f to injected liquid fraction using 

percolation theory
• Can relate length Lc of pore clusters blocked 

by lamellae to f through percolation theory
• pmin = p/Lc ~ [/(Rt Lp Fc)]
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Results of Model
• Foam generation occurs at high injection velocity, high 

liquid volume fraction
• Model fits data for foam generation as function of 

velocity, liquid volume fraction
• Predicts pmin ~ 

1/k, in agreement 
with N2 data in 
sandpacks

• Predicts pmin lower 
for hi-p CO2 because 
of low 

Rossen and Gauglitz, AIChE J. 36, 1176 (1990)
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Pmin vs. Permeability
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Fixed-p Experiments

• Experiments at fixed 
pressure gradient (SPE 
75177) show continuous 
path from coarse-foam to 
strong-foam regime

• "Foam generation" at 
fixed flow rates = jump 
from coarse-foam to 
strong-foam regime 1
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Results: Fixed Liquid Rate, P

Typical Result Dynamic Behavior
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Implications (cont’d)

Locus of 
Pmin for 
foam generation P

“no foam” or 
“coarse foam” on 

bottom surface

strong foam 
on top 
surface
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Foam generation is easier . . . 
• when gas + liquid injection follows surfactant injection

• leave-behind, snap-off during drainage
• with CO2 (lower   easier mobilization)

• but lower  is not the whole story . . . 
• near injection well, where p is high

• can foam generated near well propagate outwards at 
lower p?

• in flow across heterogeneities, 
• snap-off  foam w/ no large p necessary; but 

displacement still requires p
• inhibits upward migration of gas
• explanation for success of foam aquifer remediation?



Questions?

w.r.rossen@tudelft.nl
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